The human intelligence lies in the algorithm, the nature of algorithm lies in the classification, and the classification is equal to outlier detection. A lot of algorithms have been proposed to detect outliers, meanwhile a lot of definitions. Unsatisfying point is that definitions seem vague, which makes the solution an ad hoc one. We analyzed the nature of outliers, and give two clear definitions. We then develop an efficient RDD algorithm, which converts outlier problem to pattern and degree problem.
y=2.907+0.007x, as shown in Fig. 1 . Based on the Definition 2, we present our RDD algorithm. 2. Offset function calculates the real distance between k and system of i and j.
3. w ij is the weight of system of ij, denotes relative effective degree.
4. Relative deviant degree combines two measurements: similarity and real distance.
By Algorithm 1, we get RDD values for problem 1 in Table 1 . Points at 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 have high values. We will present method to identify them later. Table 1 RDDs for dataset S1 Though RDD algorithm has commons in form with robust regression, it differs from robust ones at the point that we approach from the inside structure of the pattern and stress on the whole effect, thus with more balance. Note that RDD algorithm is same as robust regression, can be possible with a highest breakdown point (50%). Now we modify our Algorithm 1 to a general form. First, we introduce definition of view V.
Definition 3: Given a time series data S, a sub-series of S is also a time series where each element of it is an element of S. We denote e  S when e is a sub-series of S. Definition 4: A view of S, V α , is a set of sub-series of S of same length  , that is V α = { e | e  S, |e| =  }.
Algorithm 1': RDD Algorithm
Input: data set S Output: RDDs of S Now we give solution to detect outliers for RDD series data based on Definition 1, more content can also refer to the paper (Hsiao, 2009B) , where a common center-safe algorithm was presented. The algorithm is the basis method for non-model data.
IIR Algorithm ( the minimum is the safest)
Input: data set RDD with length N Output: outliers of RDD 1. Using r k to denote RDD k , we have {r 0 , r 1 , …, r N-1 } 2. Sorting it in ascending order, we get ordered RDD set 
Examples to explain ‫פ‬ algorithm
In prior work (Hsiao, 2009A) , we have already gave an example to interpret ‫פ‬ algorithm. It seems necessary to give further examples. We still take the same Barnett data for analysis. Barnett data: 3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 949, 951 If we directly use IIR algorithm (the center-safe one), we can get two outliers: 949,951. The corresponding IIR values are as Table 2 .
Optionally, we can use ‫פ‬ algorithm. We can randomly chose a reasonable pattern. Here the pattern to describe the data is normal distribution and we suppose all data are just within three-sigma. The "view" could be calculated in this way: To any datum, i.e. 3, find its furthest neighbor, say 951, as its three standard deviation. Then we use RDD algorithm. The detail is like following. We find that the result is consistent with the direct IIR algorithm. So we continue to do our science (Table 3) . More examples of the ‫פ‬ algorithm are given in comparison with the direct IIR algorithm.
All results are consistent (data in bold font are outliers). tiny, yet we have probably not touched its underlying foundation. Science is to look for outliers, and you can almost find. Science is to exceed supposed presuppositions, i.e. absolute time-space and symmetry. Whatever, we have got to understand the ‫פ‬ algorithm, and by the way recommend the IIR algorithm as a substitute for common used methods for general outlier detection.
Longest k -turn subsequence
In this section, we present a simple visual model for pattern "curve" to meet the requirement of RDD algorithm. Outlier problem of time series data can be described as following.
Problem 2:
Given a sequence S of length N, {d 1 , d 2 , … d N }, which matches pattern "curve", find outliers.
An example is shown in Fig. 3 .
As any curve can be expressed by several ordered sets hinged by several common points, we develop a dynamic programming algorithm to detect the order of curve type data, which can be traced to the longest increasing subsequence problem (Schensted, 1961) . We first give definition to "turn", and then propose the algorithm.
Definition 5: Given a curve, except for boundary points, each extremum point is called a "turn point"; the number of extremum points is called turns. We denote maximum point by sign "＋", and minimum point by sign " -". If a sequence S has t turns and the 1 st one is a maximum/minimum points, then it is denoted by [＋/-, t ]. [＋, 0 ] denotes strictly increasing sequence, [-, 0 ] denotes strictly decreasing sequence.
We then introduce longest k-turn subsequence problem followed by the algorithm.
Problem 3: Given a time series data S of length N, {d0, d1, …, dN-1 }, with T turns, searching a longest subsequence having T turns by passing the first point p 0 (0, d0).
Algorithm 2:
The pseudo-code is shown below. 
Input: time series data S Output: the longest T-turn subsequence starting from point p 0 .
Func route(S )
Initialize best to {} for (t from 0 to T )
] is a strictly monotonic sequence)
Algorithm 3 returns the longest T-turn subsequence by passing any point p i (i,d i ).
Algorithm 3:
Input: time series data S Output: the longest T-turn subsequence by passing point p i . Return max(best
Time series data outlier
Combined with expanding algorithm (IIR algorithm, like an uneven expanding process taken place in an uniform space, and someplace will be increased more greatly than others to arouse our attention that here experienced an abnormal progress), algorithm 3 can be used to solve problem 2.
Following is the full algorithm. 
Algorithm 4:
Denote point(i, d i ) by p i , i=0, 1, …, N-1
If P(S) i does not match pattern [sign, T]
{ Let = 0, = 0 (k ≠ i) =1, = 0 } Else { if p k  P(S) i { = 1, = 0 } else i k sim i k off i k sim i k off i i sim i i off i k off i k sim { calculate interpolation value of p k according to P(S) i , get v k . let = |v k -d k | , let max=max(d i ) , min=min(d i ) i=0, 1, 2, …, N-1 let coef=(max-min)/N normalize d i , d k and v k by ' i d = (d i -min) /coef ' k d = (d k -min) /coef ' k v = (v k -min) /coef denote (i, ' i d ) by p i' , (k, ' k d ) by p k' and (k, ' k v ) by p j' calculating angle  p k' p i' p j' denoted by  j'i'k' (degree) = exp (-  j'i'k'^2/
Output outliers by Expanding Algorithm
Note: To any series sets, since outliers deviate from others, they may disturb some order of the sets.
So we can use kinds of order to descript the pattern. Definition 2 and corresponding algorithms hold true to any kinds of order. Table 4 and 12 in Table 5 ). Did the algorithm fail? Actually, it would rather be said the two points do not appear so outstanding of the whole associated with the "pattern" we used than they are falsely undetected. And from following examples, we will see even in such case our algorithm really works. It is undoubtedly that pattern "curve" can not be just expressed by order of data values. It includes other obvious or hidden patterns, like angle order etc. One aspect, we can only use data value order and so simply detect outliers; another aspect, if we exploit all patterns contained by curve, any tiny outliers must be detected correctly. It shows the power of the ‫פ‬ algorithm. The ‫פ‬ algorithm treats outlier problem as pattern recognition problem, which is a view of holistic and makes both problems simplified.
Following experiments furthermore indicate effect of the ‫פ‬ algorithm and IIR algorithm.
In Fig. 5 , points 17, 31, 25 are confirmed different from others. If not being referred to a pattern, it is very difficult to achieve. What we should note is that this time RDD values of 17, 31 and 25 are not so big, which indicates that the deviation to the whole is small.
The last case is shown in Fig. 6 , it is latent heat flux data of another day. The posterior half includes three outlier patches, respectively {35, 36}, {38, 39, 40, 41} and {43, 44, 45}, which makes the data in a very mess. RDD and IIR values are listed in Table 6 . Only point 39 and point 43 are identified. Other points in outlier patches have big RDD values, but it seems they are masked.
However, this mask effect is not same as others, because RDD values still reflect deviation correctly.
In order to find out outliers completely, we might have two methods. One is to use the relationship among RDD values, RDDs" distribution and number N, which is our future work; another method is to do iterative calculation. After identifying outliers, remove them and calculate again until there is no outlier. In this way, we can get a serial of "pure" data. Such result to latent heat flux2 data is in Fig. 7 . We can see a perfect 1-turn curve. Further study will work out a more effective method. 
Evolution of intelligence
For conscious problem, much debate focuses on the "free will". The related topic is determinism or indeterminism. Though philosophers are positive to give answers for such problem, scientists are often not interested in it. If a strong AI is produced, how will it observe its "free will"? Searle tried to deny the strong AI by his Chinese Room. But the reason is not enough (Hsiao, 2009D) . The ‫פ‬ algorithm can be used to realize the strong AI, where it might be clear that the intelligence is not a mysterious thing. Nevertheless what people debate, let's firstly remove those unobservable or non-reason things, that is, in a scientific way, discuss the "free will". Though Einstein believed scientists should hold religions, like what he ever had himself with objecting quantum theory, we suggest that when people argue, they should be careful to distinguish religion from science. Or, the error presuppositions may confuse many efforts to real science. In science, we adopt instrumentalism, and in other fields, it is up to everyone. We cannot imagine randomly the origin of the intelligence, but we can observe the evolution of the intelligence. In the following example, we will show how "the mind" make a decision on and evolve to change its mind. This might not be all the fact, but is a good sketch.
The data (Fig. 8) . If we remove these points, we can get a clean series like Fig. 9 .
One may have his own answer, based on his best principle. We have not worked out a complete edition of human's ‫פ‬ algorithm until now, but it is not difficult to imagine that it can be realized in the end. So let's replace it by current above ‫פ‬ algorithm temporarily. Whether the mind is of prior knowledge or blank in the beginning, since the knowledge has the same structure, and we could be taught to get knowledge, we don't differ the two cases at all. The intelligence calculates again. Immediately, a new answer is given in Fig. 10 . Table 7 lists all outliers (order in bold italic font) with corresponding RDD values. When outliers are removed, the clean data look like Fig.11 . We call the process the "development" of the intelligence. little different from other normal ones, but the difference is not so apparent from the current view. In order to get a consistent result with human minds, we need to increase necessary views. Once we are placed into a complete set, we get a complete knowledge. Obviously, the intelligence evolves in this way. More detail we can observe, more structure we can feel (Hsiao, 2009C) . What we have to note again is that conclusion is view-driven, and no error can be found by an intelligence because the result is always consistent with its corresponding model. Where is the "free will"? The will is the action to select models, and there is no so-called "free will". Once the machine is made and switch on, it runs. If it is sensitive to the environment, it is said to be of a weak heart. And if not, he has a powerful mind. All are up to the structure of the non-linear system. The freedom of the will can only be viewed from the outside of AI. And a reasonable example is given in last section.
Conclusion and comments
This paper aimed to interpret the ‫פ‬ algorithm in an easy way. We made contributions in following aspects. Firstly, we present two definitions to outlier, which lets us discuss outliers without vagueness. Secondly, we propose an efficient algorithms -RDD algorithm to detect pattern-related outliers. Thirdly, we introduce "longest k-turn subsequence" problem for time series data and convert outlier problem to order-searching problem. Finally, we interpret the ‫פ‬ algorithm, which is the perfect combination of the RDD algorithm and the IIR algorithm.
General speaking, the ‫פ‬ algorithm is based on pattern, and pattern is treated as relations between its elements, something so-called structure. Though the similarity and offset functions should be well selected, they are only required reasonably and the structure itself is the most important thing. The ‫פ‬ algorithm is robust, which makes us a lot of choices to the functions (resolution). A relative mechanism is introduced to process this kind of relation (functions), which completely matches the observation of us to the universe: relativity and quantum (Hsiao, 2009C) Experiments show the effectiveness of the ‫פ‬ algorithm, accompanied with a strong recommendation: using IIR algorithm to replace common used methods like Peirce's criterion, Chauvenet's criterion, the Boxplot or the MAD (median absolute deviation) et al. for general outlier detection. The IIR algorithm is an ontological solution and cannot be too correct.
The ‫פ‬ algorithm is the basis of general AI, all intelligent outputs can be verified by it and kinds of views equip the brain of AI. The ‫פ‬ algorithm is a hidden algorithm, and there needs a visible algorithm accompanied with for the conscious. Furthermore, it treats elements on equality in formation, which guarantees the robustness.
Since Turning test was presented, there has been a great development in AI. In chess game, except for Go, humans are always in vain. Even to game Go, computer can play in top level (9x9). In many applications, machines perform better than human beings. We also have good chat robots that can partly cheat some people. Though traditional solution should continue to be developed, problem-dependent answer-searching solution cannot make real intelligence (AI). In another words, the static intelligence is not real intelligence, because it is too "stupid" to develop. A self-study AI is the purpose, and the ‫פ‬ algorithm directs. The CPU should be two-core equipped, both are ‫פ‬ algorithm based. One processes in its current way (the "Tao" of Lao-tzu), and the other should process the morality (the "Te" of Lao-tzu). The framework also reflects the system of Kant. Turning test needs to be modified to morality test. Although we have not got a complete moral manual at hand, in order to guarantee a symbiosis with nature, the test is necessary. In an imaginable future with stronger science and technologies, the ability of human beings might be greatly decreased. The morality of powerful AI would impact the future of the world greatly, for destroying the world is a too easy task.
We have to decide the degree of freedom presented to AI, it will be dangerous and uncontrollable if being given a complete freedom, and it will be lack of interest if no freedom being given (like current situation). As same as the crisis of economy and nuclear power, AI will be another source to cause crisis, and all originate from the defect of the structure design. However, the most dangerous things are not these but the proud confidence on false models. Undoubtedly, as we know, the kind of error cannot be self-identified.
We have to understand that there is no "objective" outlier, or classification. If objectivity is expressed as main stream, we acknowledge that it is a reasonable description. So when we insist ourselves, be tolerant on other different things. After all, "万物负阴而抱阳，冲气以为和" external order we achieve.
